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NERVM Service Transition Complete

As reported in previous issues of /Update, NERDC’s VM/CMS service was discontinued on March 1. We have been phasing out NERVM services since October 1, 1998. While the NERVM system had offered a great deal of service to NERDC customers over the years, we determined that it had come to the end of its useful life. Other NERDC computers, including NERMV5 and the newly upgraded NERSP, and services such as NERCICS remain available.

There have been very few problems connected with the ending of this service; the transition has gone very smoothly for the vast majority of former NERVM users. However, we recognize that some of you may still have programs that previously ran on NERVM and have not been moved to a new service: for example, programs that run only once a year, such as at the end of the fiscal year. If this is the case for you, don't wait any longer! Although NERVM files are no longer accessible, you may be able to get help with specific problems from the NERDC Support Desk (see below).

In addition, many documents are available that can help with some of your questions. NERDC's online document database, DOCWEB, is one resource. DOCWEB is accessible from http://docweb.cns.ufl.edu. At this page, enter the appropriate document ID as listed below (letter followed by numbers) to access the article.

**General NERVM Phaseout Information**

- Q1203, NERVM Phase-out FAQ [http://docweb.cns.ufl.edu/qa/q1203/q1203.html]

**For E-mail and USING NERSP**

- D0107, NERDC UNIX 101: An Introduction to NERSP [http://docweb.cns.ufl.edu/docs/d0107/d0107.html]

  For GatorLink documentation, go to http://www.circa.ufl.edu/handouts/gatorlink/index.html

**TSO**

- D0037, TSO Introduction [http://docweb.cns.ufl.edu/docs/d0037/d0037.html]

- D0089, ISPF: Introduction to ISPF Editor [http://docweb.cns.ufl.edu/docs/d0089/d0089.html]

- D0040, ISPF at NERDC [http://docweb.cns.ufl.edu/docs/d0040/d0040.html]

- D0030, IOF: The Interactive Output Facility
For Additional Help

Contact the UF Computing Help Desk at (352) 392-HELP or the NERDC Support Desk at (352) 392-2061 if you need help in converting from NERVM. The UF Computing Help Desk can also help you set up a GatorLink account.

Your Comments are Welcome

We welcome your comments and suggestions on this and all UFIT documentation. Please send your comments to:
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